ABSTRACT
This paper presents the analysis of energy performance of single-family detached homes in three U.S. climates, in order to determine energy-efficiency measures for minimizing the loads and sizing requirements of renewable energy systems that are essential for its off-grid, off-pipe (i.e., utility-independent) operation. The analysis used a DOE-2.1e simulation model of a 2000/2001 IECC (International Energy Conservation Code) standard house as a base case in three climate locations: Minneapolis, MN, Atlanta, GA, and Phoenix, AZ. This selection of measures and determination of loads for renewable energy systems were accomplished by analyzing the energy use using DOE-2.1e simulations and heating/cooling load components using the Manual J Average Load Procedure. The analysis showed several aspects of building energy performance during different times of the year in terms of available energy resources that are critical for the sizing, utilization, and cost-effectiveness of renewable energy systems.

METHODOLOGY
The analysis presented here is part of a comprehensive study (Malhotra 2009) that investigated the feasibility of off-grid, off-pipe design approach in single-family detached houses in six U.S. climates: Minneapolis, MN (very cold), Boulder, CO (cold), Atlanta, GA (mixed-humid), Houston, TX (hot-humid), Phoenix, AZ (hot-dry), and Los Angeles, CA (marine). For the study, an integrated analysis procedure was developed for the analysis and design of off-grid, off-pipe homes that utilized DOE-2.1e, F-Chart and PV F-Chart programs (Winkelmann et al. 1993, Klein and Beckman 1993a,b) for analyzing building energy use, active solar thermal systems and PV systems, respectively, and spreadsheet tools for analyzing wind power and rainwater harvesting systems. This procedure was demonstrated for a 2000/2001 IECC standard design of a single-family detached house (ICC 1999, 2001) in six climate locations having dissimilar availability of solar radiation, wind and rainwater as renewable resources.

This paper discusses the analysis of building energy use in three climate locations including: Minneapolis, MN, Atlanta, GA, and Phoenix, AZ, for minimizing the sizing requirements of renewable energy collection/generation and storage systems. The analysis is presented in three steps: 1) analysis of base-case energy use and heating/cooling load components to identify possible critical periods and opportunities for energy use reduction; 2) selection of energy-efficiency measures, which was aimed at minimizing the energy use during these periods; and 3) determination of reduced energy use to investigate the impact of measures and obtain loads for the sizing of renewable energy systems. The procedure for obtaining building energy use and space load components (for the base case and proposed design), and criteria for the selection of measures are described below.
**Determination of building energy use**

The building energy use was obtained by performing DOE-2.1e simulations with TMY2 weather data. To obtain loads for the solar thermal and PV/wind electric systems, the thermal energy use (for space heating and domestic water heating) and electricity use (for space cooling, lighting, appliances, and HVAC fans) were investigated separately throughout the analysis. To accomplish this, two sets of simulations were performed using DOE-2.1e system types: (i) SUM, to obtain space heating loads without simulating a system, which were added to domestic water heating loads, and (ii) RESYS, to obtain electricity use for space cooling, which was added to other electricity end-uses. The thermal energy and electricity use, thus obtained, were analyzed on an annual, monthly, and peak days hourly basis.

**Determination of space load components**

The space load components were obtained using the Manual J Average Load Procedure (Rutkowski 2004), but used with the building details that were simulated rather than those specified by Manual J. The building envelope loads were determined using the construction details. The infiltration loads were based on the infiltration rate for the summer as 1.2 times and for the winter as 1.6 times the average infiltration rate (FSEC 2009). For the internal loads, simulation inputs for lighting, appliances and occupants were included.

**Selection of energy-efficiency measures**

The selection of energy-efficiency measures was aimed at minimizing the thermal energy and electricity use during critical periods. First, measures for the building envelope, lighting, appliances, and systems were considered, which reduced the thermal energy and/or electricity use. Certain strategies related to building geometry and windows (which determine building’s thermal boundary and solar gains, respectively), which decrease heating energy use, may increase cooling energy use, and vice versa. Therefore, using parametric simulations of the house with other measures applied, an optimal building geometry and window design was identified for each location, which resulted in high energy savings for the dominant end-use and acceptable energy penalty for the other end-use.

**ANALYSIS AND RESULTS**

The analysis is based on a 2,500 ft² single-family detached house in Minneapolis, MN, Atlanta, GA, and Phoenix, AZ. The base-case house was assumed to have light-weight wood frame construction, slab-on-grade floor, and all-electric systems. The building envelope, mechanical system, and operational characteristics were adopted from the 2000/2001 IECC standard design specifications. Table 1 lists the base-case house characteristics that were simulated for the analysis.

---

### Table 1: Base-case house characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Ceiling U-value (Btu/h. ft²·°F)</th>
<th>Wall U-value (Btu/h. ft²·°F)</th>
<th>Window U-value (Btu/h. ft²·°F), SHGC</th>
<th>Slab Perimeter R-value and Depth</th>
<th>Supply and Return Duct Insulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.28, 0.68</td>
<td>R-6, 4.6</td>
<td>R-11, R-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.44, 0.40</td>
<td>R-4, 2.6</td>
<td>R-8, R-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.47, 0.40</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>R-8, R-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1 shows climate characteristics of the three locations, including: TMY2 monthly statistics for heating degree-days, cooling degree-days, dry-bulb temperature, diurnal temperature range, dew- point temperature, global horizontal solar radiation (US DOE 2008), and monthly average wind speeds from 1997-2008 measured data (NOAA 2008). Table 2 shows the annual summary of climate data. These characteristics are referenced in the subsequent sections.

Figure 2 through 5 show the results for the base case and proposed design in each location, to demonstrate the impact of measures and compare the results across locations. Each figure includes separate plots for thermal energy use/space heating loads and electricity use/space cooling loads. Figure 2 (annual energy use)
identifies major energy end-uses. Figure 3 (monthly energy use) and Figure 4 (peak days hourly energy use) provide insights about the occurrence of energy end-uses. Figure 5 (space load components) identify major components of the heating/cooling loads. The monthly and peak days energy use plots were investigated to also determine the sizing requirements of renewable energy systems. The peak monthly thermal energy use in relation to the useful solar thermal energy would determine loads for the solar thermal system. The peak monthly electricity use in relation with the potential of PV/wind electric system would depend on the electricity use in relation to the useful solar/wind resources, which would further depend on individual energy end-uses. The peak days hourly electricity use would determine the capacity of inverter. This combined with the length of a consecutive -day period with the least energy resources would determine the capacity of electricity storage system.

On these plots, energy use/loads are plotted against outdoor and interior conditions to show the interaction among them. Monthly energy use plots include outdoor dry-bulb temperature, global horizontal solar radiation and wind speed, to identify driving climate forces, compare the energy use against potential energy resources, and identify critical months with less energy resources and high energy use, which would be aimed for selecting energy-efficiency measures. Peak days hourly energy use plots include outdoor dry-bulb temperature, global horizontal solar radiation, room air temperature, and attic air temperature and plots of heating and cooling load components include design temperature difference, infiltration rates, and grains difference to see their impact on the energy use. Table 3 lists all energy-efficiency measures considered, including the optimal building and window design determined from Figure 6.

**Analysis of base-case energy use and peak loads**

With the above considerations, following observations of the base-case energy use/loads in view of climate parameters are noteworthy:

**Annual energy use**

A comparison of annual energy use across locations shows that the space heating energy use was driven by dry-bulb temperature, and space cooling electricity use was mainly driven by solar gains. The HVAC fan electricity use was large both – in heating-dominated and cooling-dominated climates. Electricity use for lighting and appliances was a major part of the total electricity use. The domestic water heating energy use shows the impact of water mains temperature, which drove not only the temperature rise required to achieve hot water supply temperature but also the hot water volume required to achieve mixed water temperature.

**Monthly energy use**

In general, the peak winter month with high thermal energy use and low solar radiation would be the critical period for the sizing of solar thermal system. However, determination of the critical period for the sizing of PV/wind electric system would depend on the electricity use in relation to the useful solar/wind resources, which would further depend on individual energy end-uses. For example, i) the constant lighting and appliance electricity use, which became a major fraction of the winter electricity use in all locations; ii) the high space

---

2 The space cooling energy use in Minneapolis was as large as that in Atlanta, which was attributed to solar gains from the 0.68 SHGC windows in Minneapolis compared to 0.4 SHGC windows in Atlanta.

3 Domestic water heating loads were simulated using a user-defined DOE-2.1e subroutine function based on the water heater analysis (WHAM) model (Lutz et al. 1998), which accounts for different water heater operating conditions in different climate locations.
heating energy use in Minneapolis, which resulted in a large fan electricity use (and would possibly result in auxiliary space heating and domestic water heating energy use, in case of unnet solar thermal loads) in the winter; and iii) the high space cooling electricity use in the beginning of fall, which were concurrent with diminishing solar radiation in all locations (especially, in Phoenix) and low wind speeds in Minneapolis and Atlanta, may shift the occurrence of critical period for the sizing of PV/wind electric system.

Peak day hourly energy use

Figure 4 shows the impact of thermostat setup/setback as a sudden drop followed by a sudden rise in hourly energy use. The impact of afternoon solar gains (with high ambient temperatures in the summer) is also evident in the dipping heating energy use and peaking cooling electricity use. The peak domestic hot water, lighting and appliance loads concur with and augment peak heating and cooling loads, though, by a small degree. The peak thermal energy use in the morning and peak electricity use in the afternoon would be examined when selecting energy-efficiency measures.

Heating and cooling load components

After identifying the influencing factors of the energy end-uses, critical periods to be tracked, and peak loads to be reduced, the heating and cooling load components were examined to identify dominant factors to be considered when selecting energy-efficiency measures. Figure 5 shows widely varied heat loss but similar contribution from heating load components across locations. Infiltration was the largest heat loss factor in all locations (as much as 50% of the total heat loss in Minneapolis due to low design temperature and high infiltration rates), followed by windows (20-25%), slab-on-grade floor (15-20%), ceiling and exterior walls (10-12%, each). Conversely, heat gains were similar but the contribution of cooling load components was different across locations. Windows were the largest heat gain factor (as much as 50% of the total heat gains in Minneapolis due to the high SHGC, unshaded windows). In Phoenix, heat gains from other envelope components were larger. In Minneapolis and Atlanta, infiltration heat gains were higher due to the latent fraction during the humid summer. Internal heat gains were only a small fraction of the total in all climates.

Selection of energy-efficiency measures

In view of the climate characteristics (Figure 1) and base-case simulation results (Figure 2 through 5), the main criteria for selecting measures in Minneapolis would be to minimize heat loss and maximize solar gains in the winter, while minimize the resulting cooling penalty in the summer. In Atlanta, minimizing heat gains in the summer and avoiding the resulting heating penalty in the winter would be an additional criteria. In Phoenix, minimizing cooling loads in the summer would be the only criteria. With these criteria, first the measures which reduce both the heating and cooling energy use were selected. Then, the strategies which reduce the dominant space load in one season and result in the lowest penalty for other loads in other seasons, were considered. The selection of strategies should also ensure that the critical period for the sizing of PV/wind electric system occur when either the PV system output is high (e.g., in the summer) or wind power supplements reduced PV system output (e.g., in the winter).

Considering the peak energy use and load components, the selected energy-efficiency measures included: structural insulated panels (SIPs) for the exterior walls providing high insulation and airtight construction, heat-mirror windows, increased ceiling and slab perimeter insulation. In addition, energy-efficient lighting and appliances, a high SEER air-conditioner with a heat pump, a high-efficiency water heater, and ducts in the conditioned space were considered.

---

4 Slab perimeter insulation was not considered for Phoenix due to the high termite infestation probability (ICC 1999).
5 As back-up systems for the solar thermal system.
Figure 3 Monthly energy use
Figure 4 Peak days hourly energy use
Determination of the Optimal Building Configuration

To determine the optimal building geometry and window configuration, the house with the above measures was simulated for all possible configurations formed by incrementally changing the NS to EW aspect ratio from 1:1 to 1.3, window distribution from 55% to 75% on the south, overhang depth from 2 ft. to 4 ft., and number of floors - one and two story. The peak monthly heating energy and cooling electricity use were plotted on a scatter plot (Figure 6) to identify an optimal design for each location, which corresponds to higher reduction for the dominant end-use and smaller penalty for the other end-use. Figure 6 includes an inset plot showing results for different configurations compared to the base case. The number of story and window distribution are represented by different markers. The vertical scatter represents the impact of varying overhang depth and the horizontal scatter represents the impact of varying aspect ratio.

Clearly, designs with more south windows had higher heating and cooling energy savings in all locations. However, with other measures implemented to the base-case house, building configuration had less impact (especially in Phoenix). Considering the priorities discussed previously, optimal design with preferred level of reduction in heating vs. cooling energy use was identified for each location (as marked on Figure 6). In this manner, the building characteristics and measures for the proposed design were determined (as listed in Table 3) and its energy use was further examined.

Table 3 Base-case vs. Proposed House Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Characteristics</th>
<th>Minneapolis, MN</th>
<th>Atlanta, GA</th>
<th>Phoenix, AZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of floors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC system</td>
<td>SEER 13</td>
<td>SEER 15</td>
<td>SEER 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clg. Temp. Diff. (F)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-value (south/other)</td>
<td>0.22, 0.78</td>
<td>0.08, 0.52</td>
<td>0.22, 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator barrier</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall R-value</td>
<td>11+7.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab perimeter insul.</td>
<td>R-6</td>
<td>R-10</td>
<td>R-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall and roof abs.</td>
<td>0.75, 0.75</td>
<td>0.25, 0.25</td>
<td>0.25, 0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 Optimum Configuration

6 This was accomplished by changing the east and west window area, and keeping the north window area fixed to 15% of the total area.

7 The selected geometry includes: a 1:1 two-story for Minneapolis with the minimum peak heating energy use (the extreme left marker in the cluster), 1:1.5 one story for Atlanta with small heating and cooling energy use (among the lowest markers on the cluster), and 1:1.5 one-story for Phoenix with the minimum peak cooling energy use (the lowest marker among one story configurations in the cluster).
Resulting peak loads and energy use reductions

The energy use/peak loads for the proposed design are included in Figure 2 through Figure 5, which show that the selected measures resulted in reductions of 40-65% in annual energy use, 50-70% during peak months and peak days, 30-40% in peak heating loads, and 45-60% in peak cooling loads, when compared to the base case. The highest peak load reductions were from airtightness and window improvements.

With the selected measures, the peak daily loads for the solar thermal system were 534 kBtu in Minneapolis, 182 kBtu in Atlanta, and 72 kBtu in Phoenix. With appropriate thermal storage capacity, the sizing of solar thermal system can be reduced to provide average daily loads of 298 kBtu, 82 kBtu and 37 kBtu, respectively. The peak daily loads for the PV/wind electric system in these locations were 27 kWh, 33 kWh, and 38 kWh, which could be reduced to provide average daily electric loads of 19 kWh, 26 kWh and 33 kWh, respectively, by providing adequate electricity storage.

**SUMMARY**

This paper demonstrated a methodology to analyze building energy performance during different times of the year in view of available energy resources, aiming at minimizing the loads for renewable energy systems, which is very important for their sizing, usability and cost-effectiveness for off-grid, off-pipe application. The analysis showed how the daily and seasonal variations in the climate parameters impact the sizing requirements of various components of renewable energy systems. The results demonstrated that large reductions in the building energy use and peak loads can be achieved from the selected measures.

The next step for off-grid, off-pipe design is the sizing of renewable energy systems for critical periods. It is to be noted that critical periods may not always align with the periods of peak loads, since that depends on the energy use vs. energy harvested at different times of the year. Also, the availability of energy resources does not accurately represent the output of renewable energy systems, since the performance of systems is affected by other climate parameters and load conditions. These concerns are addressed in Malhotra (2009) by integrating the analysis of energy use and renewable energy system performance during different times of the year to obtain better estimates of loads for the systems.
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